Product features:
____

Customize the
pH level
____

Remove brake dust
and organic solids
from wheels
____

The Benefits of using Extender Products
CSI’s UF515 High pH – Alkaline Extender and UF715 Low pH – Acidic
Extender are companion products to their Ultraflex® Presoaks, Lubricants
and Wheel Cleaners. Both products extend or boost the strength by
increasing or decreasing the pH levels.
Frictionless cleaning in-bay, UF515 allows you the ability to
customize the pH level for the desired level of cleaning needed for your
customers. If you’re having difficulties and challenges cleaning the
organic solids and dirt on customer cars in your frictionless in-bay,
adjust the level of UF515 upward until they’re completely removed,
you’ll be cleaning like a pro!

Use in a variety of
applications
____

Achieve
“Water Break”!

Friction cleaning, UF515 will help you to remove brake dust and
organic solids from the wheels of your customer’s vehicles efficiently
and extremely economically when utilized as part of a surfactant/boost
system. You will get phenomenal cleaning results with our UF500 and
UF515 combination at a fraction of the cost of most wheel cleaners.
In tunnel applications, UF715 can be used in a variety of applications.
If you are experiencing city or softened water with high pH levels that
are limiting your ‘water break’ as part of the rinsing process, then add
UF715 into a pre-final rinse application. You’ll be amazed at the ‘water
break’ you can achieve and get your cars dryer and shinier, faster.
You can also use UF715 as part of our MiraShield® Shine-Lo process in
conjunction with any of our low pH presoaks or polishes to decrease the
pH surface level on the vehicle paint surface and create an unsurpassed
shine for your customers.
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